
ABSTRACT

This paper discusses an experiment concerning the as-
signment of contrastive accents, i.e., accents used to indi-
cate the presence of contrastive information. The experi-
ment tested which of two existing approaches to the deter-
mination of contrastive information gives the most natural
results. According to one approach the presence of ‘alter-
native items’ is the only condition for the assignment of
contrastive accent; according to the other the presence of
parallelism between sentences also is a condition. The ex-
perimental results indicate that the presence of alternative
items combined with parallelism always triggers a prefer-
ence for contrastive accent, whereas in the absence of par-
allelism, accent assignment seems to depend on the de-
gree of coherence of the utterance.

1. INTRODUCTION

In spoken natural language, certain words are pronounced
with more prominence than others; these words are said to
be accented. In Dutch, as in other Germanic languages,
accent functions (among other things) as a marker of in-
formation status: words expressing information that is
new with respect to the discourse are usually accented,1

whereas words expressing given information -- i.e., infor-
mation that is available from the preceding discourse --
are usually unaccented [1, 3, 7]. Additionally, words ex-
pressing contrastive information are always accented,
even if the information they express may be regarded as
given [2, 8]. In this paper, the term contrastive accent is
used to refer to accents that signal a contrastive relation
between the accented item and a set of alternatives from
which it should be distinguished.

When automatically generating spoken language,
e.g., for use in information services over the telephone, it
is important to generate the same accentuation patterns as

1. Accentuation not only depends on information status, but also
on syntactic and lexical factors. For instance, function words
such as determiners and prepositions generally are not accented,
even if they might be regarded as expressing new information.

would be produced by human speakers, as this makes the
output more natural-sounding and comprehensible. This
means that a spoken language generation system should
be able to determine the information status of the words
and phrases in its output. So far, most research in this area
has focused on the distinction between given and new in-
formation, whereas the question of which information is
contrastive has received less attention. Only recently have
some approaches to the determination of contrast been put
forward, the most computationally oriented of which are
those of Prevost [11] and Pulman [12].

Both Prevost and Pulman claim that the presence
of contrastive accent on a word referring to a certain item
(e.g., ‘dog’) is related to the previous mention of an alter-
native item, i.e., a different object of the same basic type
(e.g., ‘cat’). However, in the algorithm presented by
Prevost, the mere presence of an alternative item is a suf-
ficient condition for the assignment of contrastive accent,
whereas Pulman distinguishes an additional condition,
namely that the two sentences in which the items occur
should be semantically parallel. Informally, this means
that the two sentences should express a similar kind of
event, e.g., ‘The cat eats fish’ and ‘The dog eats meat’.

This paper discusses an experiment that was set up
to test which of the following two hypotheses is correct.
Hypothesis I: the presence of an alternative item triggers
the assignment of contrastive accent. Hypothesis II: the
presence of an alternative item plus semantic parallelism
triggers the assignment of contrastive accent.

2. EXPERIMENT

The assumptions underlying the experiment are the fol-
lowing. Information is given if it has been expressed pre-
viously in the same discourse segment [3, 4, 8], and infor-
mation is new if it is not given. Both given and new infor-
mation can be contrastive. Words expressing information
that is either new or contrastive are accented,2 whereas
words expressing given information are normally unac-

2. In this paper it is assumed that there is no phonological differ-
ence between contrastive accent and newness accent. See [10]
for some discussion on this issue
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cented, except if this information is contrastive. The effect
of the different combinations of newness, givenness and
contrast is represented in Table 1, where a plus sign indi-
cates that the corresponding phrase is accented, and a mi-
nus sign indicates that it is not.

With respect to semantic parallelism, it is assumed
that two sentences describe the same kind of event if they
have the same or synonymous main verbs, and the argu-
ments of these verbs are of the same type (these are the al-
ternative items).

2.1 Method

Twenty subjects (14 male, 6 female, of different ages and
backgrounds) were presented with twenty short texts in
Dutch, displayed on a computer screen. They were in-
structed to first read each text, and then listen to two spo-
ken versions of it, which could be played and replayed by
clicking on two buttons. The subjects had to indicate for
each text which of its two spoken versions they found the
most natural sounding. They knew that the versions only
differed with respect to the pronunciation of the last sen-
tence, but they were not told the exact nature of this dif-
ference.

The spoken versions of the texts differed with re-
spect to the accentuation of a target word in their final sen-
tence: in one version (the ‘accented’ version), this word
was accented, in the other version (the ‘unaccented’ ver-
sion) it was not. The versions were generated using the
speech synthesis system SPENGI [5].

2.2 Materials

The texts used in the experiment were constructed to test
Hypotheses I and II, and consisted of two or three sen-
tences. The first sentence of each text introduced a target
item X. The last sentence of each text also contained a ref-
erence to X, which used the same wording. X was assumed
to constitute given information by then. This was impor-
tant for the experiment because, as Table 1 shows, words
expressing given information are only accented if this in-
formation is contrastive. Thus, a subject’s preference for
the accented version of a text could be interpreted as a
preference for contrastive accent on the target word (the

final reference to X). If the target
words expressed new information this interpretation
would not follow, because new information is always ac-
cented.

The texts were divided into three categories, repre-
senting three different types of context for the target word.
The texts in Category I contained a reference to an alter-
native item Y, preceding the final reference to X, and they
showed no semantic parallelism between the sentence in-
troducing Y and the sentence containing the final refer-
ence to X. This corresponds to the context specified in Hy-
pothesis I. Category I contained ten texts, one of which
consisted of two sentences.

The texts in Category II also contained a refer-
ence to an alternative item Y, and additionally they
showed semantic parallelism between the sentence intro-
ducing Y and the sentence containing the final reference to
X. This corresponds to the context specified in Hypothesis
II. Category II contained seven texts, one of which con-
sisted of two sentences.

Finally, the texts in Category III contained no ref-
erence to an alternative item. This category was not relat-
ed to the hypotheses, but was added to test the assumption
that the presence of an intervening sentence does not af-
fect givenness of an item. It contained three texts, all of
which consisted of three sentences.

The three categories are illustrated in Table 2,
which shows a schematic representation of the texts in
each category, together with an example text and its trans-
lation. In the schematic representations, the parallel parts
of two sentences are represented by A and A' respectively,
and the non-parallel parts are represented by ‘...’. In the
example texts, the phrase ‘de tandarts’ (the dentist) refers
to the target object X, and the phrase ‘de patient’ (the pa-
tient) refers to the alternative item Y.

new given

contrastive + +

not contrastive + -

Table 1: information status and accentuation.

I
1. X ...
2. Y ...
3. X ...

De tandarts stond naast de tandartsstoel.
De patient had een erg slecht gebit.
De tandarts was ontspannen.

The dentist was standing beside the dentist’s chair.
The patient had very bad teeth.
The dentist was relaxed.

II
1. X ...
2. Y A
3. X A’

De tandarts stond naast de tandartsstoel.
De patient was erg nerveus.
De tandarts was ontspannen.

The dentist was standing beside the dentist’s chair.
The patient was very nervous.
The dentist was relaxed.

III
1. X ...
2. ...
3. X ...

De tandarts stond naast de tandartsstoel.
Het ging om een simpele klus.
De tandarts was ontspannen.

The dentist was standing beside the dentist’s chair.
It was going to be a simple job.
The dentist was relaxed.

Table 2: schematic representation and example text plus translation for each category.



2.3 Results

The results of the experiment are shown in Table 3. For
each category, the table indicates the mean number of
preferences for the unaccented and for the accented ver-
sions of the texts in that category, and whether the differ-
ence between the two is significant using the binomial test
(p < 0.05). As Table 3 shows, there was a significant pref-
erence for the accented text versions in Category II. For
the other two categories, the difference between prefer-
ences for the accented or the unaccented versions was not
significant.

2.4 Discussion

The results for Categories I and II indicate two things.
First, the mere presence of an alternative item does not
trigger a significant preference for contrastive accent.
Second, the presence of an alternative item combined
with semantic parallelism does trigger such a preference.
In other words, Hypothesis I must be rejected, whereas
Hypothesis II should be accepted. These findings might
be explained as follows. Because the events that are de-
scribed in the semantically parallel sentences of Category
II are very similar, people feel the need to emphasize the
differences between them by accenting the words that re-
fer to the different participants in the events (i.e., the alter-
native items). On the other hand, the events described in
the non-parallel sentences of Category I are not similar,
and people feel no need to distinguish them by emphasiz-
ing the alternative items.

Although the above explanation accounts for the
significant preference for accentuation in Category II, as
well as for the absence of such a preference in Category I,
it cannot explain the differences between the results for
texts within Category I, as shown in Table 4 below. For
about half of the texts in Category I there is a preference
for the accented version, and for the other half there is a
preference for the unaccented version. As Table 4 shows,
there is a similar difference between texts within Category
III, but not within Category II. Since the differences be-
tween the texts within Categories I and III cannot be ex-
plained by the presence or absence of an alternative item
or parallelism, another factor must play a role here. In the
next section it is argued that this factor may be coherence.

3. COHERENCE

One method to estimate the level of coherence of a text is
Centering Theory [6]. In this theory, the notion of back-
ward looking center (Cb) plays an important role. A Cb is
a discourse entity that is mentioned in a sentence (Sn) of a
text and which was also mentioned in the preceding sen-
tence (Sn-1). It functions as a kind of link between the two
sentences, thus establishing coherence between them. For
example, in the sequence ‘The dog chased the cat. The cat
chased a mouse,’ the Cb of the second sentence is the cat.

If none of the entities mentioned in a sentence Sn have
been mentioned in sentence Sn-1, then Sn has no Cb.3 In
this case, the coherence between the two sentences is ob-
viously minimal.

To determine the influence of coherence on accen-
tuation, the texts of Categories I and III4 were divided into
two basic coherence classes, based on the presence or ab-
sence of a Cb in their final sentence (note that this is only
a local measure of coherence between the last two sen-
tences of the text). Texts that did not have a Cb in their fi-
nal sentence were classified as incoherent (IC), and texts
that did have a Cb in their final sentence were classified as
coherent (C). According to Centering Theory, some texts
in the C class are more coherent than others, depending on
the characteristics of the Cb and its predecessor (see [6]).
However, these subtle differences in coherence level
within the C class were ignored.

The accentuation preferences per coherence class
are shown in Table 5. The table clearly shows that coher-
ence of a text (i.e., the presence of a Cb in the final sen-
tence) contributes to a preference for its unaccented ver-
sion, and that incoherence (i.e., the absence of a Cb) con-
tributes to a preference for the accented version. The

3. The presence of a Cb is assumed to be optional, as in [9].
4. The Category II texts were left out of consideration, because
in this category (containing three C and four IC texts) there
seems to be no relation between coherence and accentuation. As
Table 4 shows, for all texts (except for one, where the versions
scored equal) the accented version was preferred, regardless of
coherence class. This suggests that the effect of semantic paral-
lelism is strong enough to overrule any effects of coherence.

unaccented accented
significance
(p < 0.05)

I 10.9 9.1 -

II 4.7 15.3 +

III 11.0 9.0 -

Table 3: mean number of preferences for unaccented and accent-
ed versions per category.

I II III

accented version 4 6 1

unaccented version 4 0 2

neither version 2 1 0

total number of texts 10 7 3

Table 4: number of texts per category for which the majority of
subjects preferred (i) the accented version, (ii) the unaccented
version, and (iii) neither version.



relationship between coherence class and accentuation
preference is significant (χ2 = 8.05, α = 0.02).

The perceived relationship between coherence and
accentuation can be explained if we assume that a sen-
tence which lacks a Cb, and is therefore not explicitly
linked to the preceding sentence, is perceived by the sub-
jects as the initial sentence of a new discourse segment,
which shifts the listener’s attention to another topic.5

Since givenness is generally assumed not to range across
discourse segments, the information expressed in such a
segment-initial sentence will once again be regarded as
new, and the corresponding phrase will be accented. This
means that the general preference for the accented ver-
sions of the IC texts in Categories I and III may be attrib-
uted to newness of the target object, not contrast.

4. CONCLUSION

The results of the experiment discussed in this paper indi-
cate that Hypothesis I, as stated in the introduction, must
be rejected and that Hypothesis II should be accepted: se-
mantic parallelism triggers contrastive accent, but the
mere presence of an alternative item does not. For texts
that showed semantic parallelism between the two last
sentences, there was a significant preference for the ac-
cented versions, whereas for texts without semantic paral-
lelism there was no clear preference for either the accent-
ed or the unaccented versions. For the latter type of texts,
the preference for one or the other version seemed to de-
pend on their level of coherence rather than on the pres-
ence or absence of an alternative item. It would be inter-
esting to further explore the connection between coher-
ence and accentuation in a more elaborate experiment, set
up specifically for this purpose.
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accented version unaccented version neither version total number of texts

IC 4 0 1 5

C 1 6 1 8

total number of texts 5 6 2 13

Table 5: number of texts per coherence class (combined for Categories I and III) for which the majority of subjects preferred (i) the ac-
cented version, (ii) the unaccented version, and (iii) neither version.


